
Businesses are adapting to new communication needs to
facilitate productivity and collaboration. By 2024, Gartner
estimates that 75% of enterprise meetings will be conducted
remotely. But conventional communication apps weren't
designed for the changing security needs in the new work
environment.

THE FUTURE OF WORK.
SECURED.

As more information is shared over communication platforms,
better security is required to protect the data. And with the
emergence of quantum computing, even current end-to-end
encrypted communication is at risk.

WHAT WE OFFER ...

MESSAGING

Instant messaging to keep
teams connected and
chats secure.

mode.io

Mode is a secure communication platform with post-quantum end-to-end encryption for
messaging, video calling, and file sharing. Collaborate securely, wherever you work.

VIDEO CALLING

Video calling and screen
sharing to keep meetings
and conversations private.

FILE SHARING

Protect multimedia and
documents shared
between team members.

ADMIN PORTAL

Manage workspace
accounts and configure
global security settings.

Mode provides a secure and trusted workspace where teams
can communicate confidently with post-quantum data
protection for today and tomorrow.



mode.io

POST-QUANTUM
SECURITY
Secure all communication data against
quantum-enabled cyberattacks with post-
quantum protocols.

MULTI-LAYERED
ENCRYPTION
Modern protection with post-quantum
readiness by layering ECC and post-
quantum protocols.

PERFECT FORWARD
SECRECY
Each message, file, and call is encrypted
with a unique key to limit the breach of full
communication threads.

SECURED DATA AT
REST
All communication data stored on device is
secured using SQLCipher with AES-CBC
plus SHA512.

DECENTRALIZED
PRIVATE KEYS
Private encryption keys are generated and
stored on user devices for enhanced data
privacy and workspace security.

ENCRYPTED
METADATA
Minimize and encrypt most metadata for
privacy beyond the conents of your
communications.

JOIN THE
WAITLIST

GO BEYOND CONVENTIONAL SECURITY ...

Contact Verification

Data Retention Control

Redact & Revise Messages

Password Protection

Advanced Brute-Force Security

Group Chat Lifespans

Randomize FIlenames

Private ClipboardAutolock After Inactivity


